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Glimpses of Q1: 2024 

OUR CO-FOUNDERS SPEAK

As we conclude another quarter, we are
pleased to share the newsletter
summarising our achievements and
highlights.
In line with the ethos of "One Earth,
One Family, One Future," we are
dedicated to uniting the global industry.
We are excited to announce two
initiatives: the prestigious 360tf
Corporate Awards, recognising
excellence in financial reporting, and
our "Business Unplugged: Fireside Chat
on Finance and Industry" series, where
thought leaders share insights and best
practices. Stay informed about
upcoming webinars by subscribing to
our mailing list.
As we enter Q2, we're poised to elevate
our efforts even further. Thank you for
your continued support and partnership
as we embark on this exciting journey
together.

We have handled LCs of Applicants from 85+ geographies and have served
Beneficiaries from 55+ geographies including countries like Belgium, Burkina Faso,
Ghana, Germany, India, Kenya, Malaysia, Nigeria, Singapore, Turkey, NewZealand
and many more
360tf has been successful in adding banks from GIFT City, Germany, and Mauritius,
to enhance the liquidity for the corporates and provide exceptional trade finance
facilities across geographies.
March 2024 also marked another major milestone of expanding 360tf LinkedIn
family to 70,000+ followers!

SCALING NEW PEAKS WITH 360tf

KNOWLEDGE SHARING INITIATIVES:
360tf focuses on impactful topics for individuals and Businesses, hosting webinars
on topics like “Financing Your Health" by Ryan Fernando and discussions on
“Accelerating Malawi Exports" and "Navigating the Red Sea Crisis,” providing
valuable insights.
Our chairman and co-founder delivered a keynote address titled Unlocking
Synergies: Successes, Failures, and Lessons from Fintech and Bank
Collaborations at the BAFT Washington and Trade Transformed: Welcoming
the Digital Renaissance conferences in BAFT MENA, sharing insights on
fostering successful partnerships in the financial sector.
360tf fosters knowledge sharing and discussions on trade and finance, creating
platforms for expertise exchange. Our "Business Unplugged: Fireside Chat on
Finance and Industry" series features industry masters. Join our (WhatsApp
community group) for regular update

New Series Launched

360tf team in delegation Celebrating women’s day! BAFT MENA Conference

BAFT Washington FCI Mumbai Conference

Engaging with Corporates

https://chat.whatsapp.com/LWejYF2XcTM5g9430ag3Sq
https://chat.whatsapp.com/LWejYF2XcTM5g9430ag3Sq


ISO 27001:2022

360tf acknowledges the vital role of financial reporting and governance for Indian
MSMEs. We honour exceptional financial reporting, resilience, and growth,
highlighting their significant contributions to the corporate landscape. To celebrate
excellence, we proudly introduce the 360tf Corporate Awards. Click here to nominate.

NOMINATE: 360tf FINANCIAL REPORTING AWARDS

Ramadan Iftar Party  360tf Annual Family Meetup

CELEBRATIONS WITH 360tf

Unlock Global
Trade Finance Opportunities

Click Below to Download the 360ᵗᶠ app

ANY TIME. ANY WHERE.

tia@360tf.trade

Hi Tia, can 360tf help with LC negotiation, confirmation, and issuing a Counter guarantee against a
Bank Guarantee?

Absolutely!

360tf's ProConnect - BankSecure is specifically  designed to digitise your communication with 100+ banks
and financial institutions worldwide. Get solutions like LC confirmation, negotiation, buyers' credit,
counter guarantee issuance, bill avalisation and much more at competitive rates with 360tf BankSecure! 

I'd be glad to arrange a demo for you if you wish, or you can also reach me on WhatsApp +65 808 24 360
at anytime for any further queries.

KNOW MORE WITH TIA

CORPORATE CONNECT: A DAY OF INSIGHT AND COLLABORATION
With a steadfast focus on strengthening relationships with key corporates, banks, and alliances in the regional treasury hubs of APAC &
GCC, 360tf conducted on-ground roadshows in Singapore & Dubai, holding 40+ engagements in just 4 days. These interactions offered
invaluable insights into the challenges and aspirations of our stakeholders, reaffirming our commitment to nurturing robust partnerships
and mutual success. We were privileged to have highly productive discussions with esteemed partners from various sectors like FMCG,
Agri Commodity Traders, F&B, Electronics and Engineering. 

Looking forward to welcoming you to our team, where you'll
collaborate with the brightest minds, unlocking continuous
learning opportunities and growth. Don't miss out on the chance to
thrive in a dynamic environment where your contributions truly
count. Apply now and become a part of our exciting journey
towards innovation and growth!

JOIN OUR TEAM:
TRANSFORMING IDEAS INTO IMPACT!

CAD Operations (GIFT City, India)
Corporate Relationship Manager (UAE & India)
Digital Marketing (India)
Global Risk & Compliance (GIFT City, India)
Young Leader (Internship)

info@360tf.trade +65 808 24 360

https://www.360tf.trade/financial-reporting-awards/
https://apps.apple.com/in/app/360tf/id6458930454
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.nimai.trade
https://www.360tf.trade/request-a-demo/
https://www.360tf.trade/careers/
https://www.360tf.trade/contact-us/

